
Why Driveri

In-cab cameras can help organizations with a number of safety 
initiatives, including reducing vehicle crashes and increasing safe 
driver behavior, while also lowering insurance and maintenance costs. 

While there are many in-cab and dash cameras on the market today, the Driveri 

Smart Camera is the leading solution for organizations who prioritize safety. The 

camera’s AI constantly analyzes and deciphers every moment on the road, delivering 

only those meaningful events, both positive and negative, simplifying your job. 

Its comprehensive dashboard allows you to easily view alerts, benchmark driver 

behavior with GreenZone® scoring, and log coaching sessions, improving the 

safety of your fleet and allowing you to stay in accident prevention mode, instead of 

accident reaction mode. 

Camera view front and driver-facing
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Free w/GPS Tracking Bundle 
or $325 Standalone
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$299

front and driver-facing

1080 HD video

AI technology

Reads traffic lights

Detects who is at fault

Detects red light running

Detects negative incidents

Detects yellow light running

Detects positive incidents

Reads street/speed signs

Drowsy driver detection

Distracted driver detection

Audio capture

Manual record button

On-device 1080p video storage up to 50 hours up to 60 hours*

Built-in 4G LTE connectivity

Internal backup battery

Built-in audio for real-time alerting

Text alerting to driver

Coaching platform

Automated positive and negative driver scoring

Scoring adjustments post-review

Camera warranty for life of agreement

One-time hardware cost

Monitoring fee (Standalone)

Gateway hard required for connectivity

Monitoring fee (w/ GPS Tracking Bundle) $50/month

No

$50/month

Not available$30/month

Yes

Engage your fleet.
gpsinsight.com

GPS Insight

Driveri Smart Camera
Samsara

AI Dash Cam

*can be extended by configuring video quality
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Compare GPS Insight vs Samsara



Comparison data is from G2.com. This document was published on 12/14/2020


